Abstract-NB-UVB Phototherapy is one of the most common treatments administrated by dermatologists for psoriasis patients. Although in general, the treatment results in improving the condition, it also can worsen it. If a model can predict the treatment response before hand, the dermatologists can adjust the treatment accordingly. In this paper, we use data mining techniques and conduct four experiments. The best performance of all four experiments was obtained by the stacked classifier made of hyper parameter tuned Random Forest, kSVM and ANN base learners, learned using L1-Regularized Logistic Regression super learner.
I. INTRODUCTION
Psoriasis is a chronic, immune-mediated inflammatory disease of the skin [1] which have affected approximately 120,000 people in Ireland and 125 million worldwide [2] . Patients with severe psoriasis have high tendency of also being affected by psoriatic arthritis, cardiovascular disease, hypertension, obesity, diabetes, other immune-related ailments such as Crohns disease, and an excess risk of mortality [3] . These patients suffer physically, emotionally and socially because of this disease and have reported reduction in physical functioning and mental functioning comparable to that seen in cancer, arthritis, hypertension, heart disease, diabetes, and depression [4] .
Phototherapy involves repeated exposure of the skin to ultraviolet (UV) light to treat various inflammatory skin conditions such as psoriasis, eczema and vitiligo. This therapy is one of the oldest treatment modalities in dermatology, dating back to the ancient Egyptians, who used natural light in combination with herbal extracts to treat skin diseases [5] , [8] . Phototherapy continues to be a highly preferred treatment by dermatologists [6] , [8] .
Mainly three types of phototherapy treatments are used for the treatment of psoriasis: broadband ultraviolet B (BB-UVB), narrowband ultraviolet B (NB-UVB) and psoralen plus ultraviolet A (PUVA) [8] . UVB is most commonly preferred as a first-line treatment for moderate-to-severe psoriasis in healthy adults [6] . NB-UVB is the most commonly used phototherapy modality today as it has a wider application across various dermatologic conditions, it is easier to use and has fewer adverse events when compared with BB-UVB or PUVA [7] , [8] .
Although phototherapy treatment is effective in treating skin diseases such as psoriasis [9] , [10] , it also can cause flare ups and worsening of the disease [11] . If the clinicians know the treatment response beforehand, it would enable them to adjust the treatments appropriately if required. This can help to avoid the additional physical and emotional suffering which may cause by worsening of the disease.
Exploiting stored data to extract previously hidden but useful and actionable information, predicting future trends and behaviors are the overall goals of the generic process referred as "data mining" [12] . Recently, data mining techniques have been successfully applied in health-care [13] , [14] , [15] and particularly in dermatology [16] . However, there is no literature which introduces the prediction of phototherapy treatment response using data mining techniques.
This paper utilizes classification [20] models in order to predict the treatment response of psoriasis patients treated by NB-UVB phototherapy. The proposed prediction model first selects a number of attributes, then prepares data, finally four experiments were conducted to find out the best model to predict the treatment response of NB-UVB phototherapy.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Data-set Collection
The data set used in this paper was obtained from University Hospital Limerick (UHL) phototherapy database. The data set was professionally anonymized by OpenApp Computer Support and Services after obtaining ethical approval from UHL research ethics committee.
The NB-UVB phototherapy database consisted of 9083 treatment records of 400 psoriasis patients treated since June 2000. There were 221 females & 179 males among the patients. The information of each patient includes patient's personal details (e.g. Gender, year of birth, skin type) and treatment details such as treatment date, Minimal Erythemal Dose(MED), acitretin given or not, if its ReUVB(retinoid plus UVB) or not, dose measured using mjcm-2, exposure time in ms, stool used or not, visor used or not,erythema grade, erythema skin site, pruritus grade, pruritus skin site, treatment response grade etc . Table 1 shows the number of treatment records belonged to each response grade of treatment.
B. Methods
The prediction model of treatment response grade consists of the preprocessing and classification processes. The preprocessing process first selects significant attributes from the data-set, then filters the noise data and normalises data. The classification process applies modeling algorithms to predict the response grade. Following section further describes them.
1) Preprocessing:
The goal of this phase is to provide cleaned data for the classification step. In order to achieve that, 1) first, we derived new attributes from the data-set and applied the information gain technique [17] to select the significant attributes or features 2) then imputed the missing values based on domain knowledge or mode of the attribute, 3) next used Local Outlier Factor technique (LOF) [18] to deal with the local outliers 4) finally normalized the dataset; For normalization, new binary attributes were created for categorical attributes; numerical attribute values were scaled to fall between 0 and 1 using min max normalization technique [19] .
The features selected by information gain technique for the classification process are treatment number, dosage, cumulative dosage, cumulative exposure time, previous dosage, ratio between dosage and MED, difference between current and previous treatment and percentage of difference between current and previous treatment.
2) Classification: Prediction of response grade of NB-UVB phototherapy treatment is a multiclass problem. Therefore ANN (Artificial Neural network), C5.0 decision tree, K-NN (K Nearest neighbors classifier), kSVM (Support Vector Machines)& Random Forest (an ensemble learning method for classification, regression and other tasks, that operate by constructing a multitude of decision trees)classifiers that support multiclass classification were selected to conduct experiments. In addition to the above mentioned classifiers, L1-Regularized Logistic Regression classifier was used as the super learner when creating stacked classifiers.
Four experiments were run in order to find out the best classifier model. First experiment was conducted to evaluate the prediction performance of the classifiers when used with default settings (See Figure 1) .
Second experiment was conducted to evaluate the prediction performance of the classifiers when hyperparameters were tuned (See Figure 2 and Table 2 ).
The third experiment evaluates prediction performance of stacked classifiers of size three made of base classifiers with default settings (See Figure 3) .
The last experiment evaluates prediction performance of stacked classifiers of size three, made of combinations of hyperparameter tuned base learners (See Figure 4) .
In both experiments 3 & 4, L1-Regularized Logistic Regression classifier was used as the super learner. As the distribution of the response grade attribute was imbalanced, simple oversampling technique was used to balance the data set [23] before conducting experiments and 3 fold cross validation was used to evaluate the performance.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This paper uses accuracy, multiclass.au1u and multiclass.brier to evaluate the results. Accuracy is the percentage of correctly classified instances. Multiclass.au1u takes the Average 1 vs. 1 multiclass AUC. It computes AUC of c(c -1) binary classifiers (all possible pairwise combinations) while considering uniform distribution of the classes [24] . multiclass.brier is defined as:
2 where y ij = 1 if observation i has class j (else 0), and p ij is the predicted probability of observation i for class j [25] . Range of multiclass.brier is from 0 to 2 where a value close to 0 is better.
The experimental results of this paper are presented in Tables III to VI. The kernel function used in training and predicting. "rbfdot" , "polydot" , "tanhdot" , "laplacedot, "besseldot","anovadot" scale numeric Used with "tanhdot" and "polydot" kernels 1-10 offset numeric Used with "tanhdot" and "polydot" kernels 1-10 sigma numeric Used with "besseldot", "anovadot", "rbfdot" and "laplacedot" kernels 1-10 degree integer Used with "besseldot", "anovadot" and "Polydot" kernels 1-6 order integer Used with "besseldot" kernel 1-10 ANN maxit integer maximum number of iterations 10-1000 size integer number of units in the hidden layer. 2-50 Table III shows the results of first experiment, where C5.0, k-NN, ANN, Random Forest and kSVM classifiers were evaluated using default settings. We can note that the Random Forest classifier was the best performer. It scored 0.934 for accuracy, 0.987 for multiclass.au1u and 0.113 for Table IV . Hyperparameters of the 5 classifiers namely C5.0, k-NN, ANN, Random Forest and kSVM were tuned to obtain the highest accuracy. Accuracy of ANN classifier increased from 0.586 to 0.835 for the hyperparameters maxit=780 and size=50. Accuracy of kSVM also increased by hyperparameter tuning. It increased from 0.695 to 0.929 when kernel=laplacedot and sigma=10 were used. No improvements were obtained by tuning hyperparameters of Random Forest algorithm but it remained the best performer in experiment 2 as well. Accuracy of C5.0 and k-NN dropped slightly and obtained lower accuracy than for the default settings. Table V illustrates the performance of the third experiment where classifier combinations of size 3 was used to create a stacked learner. These combinations were made using C5.0, k-NN, ANN, Random Forest and kSVM classifiers with default settings. L1-Regularized Logistic Regression classifier was used as the super learner of stacked classifiers. The best performance of experiment 3 was shown by Random Forest,k-NN and ANN classifier combination with 0.944 accuracy, 0.991 multiclass.au1u and 0.479 multiclass.brier. It is interesting to note that, it is a combination made up of the best two and the worst performers of experiment number one. Not only this combination, but also all the other combinations of base learners which contained Random Forest algorithm had scored a higher accuracy and multiclass.au1u than the best accuracy of experiment 1 which was obtained by Random Forest algorithm. The lowest performance of the combinations was by C5.0, kSVM and ANN combination, which were made up by the worst three performers of experiment one. Although, the said combination scored 0.886 accuracy and 0.972 multiclass.au1u which were higher than their individual performance in experiment 1. Although experiment 3 showed an overall improvement in accuracy and multiclass.au1u, performance of multiclass.brier turned out to become worse being less closer to zero than before.
As shown in Table VI , the best performance of all four experiments was obtained by the hyper parameter tuned Random Forest, kSVM and ANN combination of stacked classifiers in experiment 4. This combination scored 0.945 accuracy, 0.99 multiclass.au1u and 0.0912 multiclass.brier. Although the improvement of accuracy and multiclass.au1u is very small compared to the best performance of experiment 3, performance of the multiclass.brier measure has improved from 0.479 to 0.0912 which is remarkable. The worst performance of experiment 4 was obtained by C5.0, kSVM and ANN combination scoring 0.921 for accuracy, 0.986 for multiclass.au1u and 0.117 for multiclass.brier. This is also a notable improvement from experiment 3, where 0.886, 0.972 and 0.515 for accuracy, multiclass.au1u and multiclass.brier were recorded as the worst performance.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced the prediction of NB-UVB phototherapy treatment response of psoriasis patients using data mining algorithms. We identified the most significant feature set and used four experiments to evaluate the performance. We noted that the performance of the classifiers improved by hyperparameter tuning and by using stacking technique. The best performance of all four experiments was obtained by the hyper parameter tuned Random Forest, kSVM and ANN combination of stacked classifiers in experiment 4. This combination scored 0.945 accuracy, 0.99 multiclass.au1u and 0.0912 multiclass.brier. Worst performance of all four experiments was by ANN when evaluated using default settings in experiment 1.
The experimental results are satisfactory and inspires further research in this area.
